The Christ Redeemed Our Sinful Souls
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I, like the mythical Phoenix, have also lived a life so self-destructive, until one day it finally consumed me—and there was nothing left of me except—ashes.

Yet God, in His eternal love and mercy, reached down from heaven itself, and as the Master Potter, He remolded and renewed me from those lifeless ashes.
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THIS is a book of non-fiction poetry comprised from decades of good and not-so-good experiences of a man who was once bad (lost), who turned good (found).

Within its pages lie personal defeats as well as victories. Their purpose are testimonies, as well as (hopefully) a source for guidance to help its readers to focus their thoughts in a better direction to making better choices in life.
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A Special Thanks to My loving family who has been a secondary-source of strength to My survival during My trying times of incarceration. I Love all of You with My entire being.
"Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort; who comforteth us in all our tribulations, that we may be able to comfort them which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of God."

2 Corinthians 1:3-4
Oh that my words were now written!
Oh that they were printed in a book!
That they were graven with an iron pen and lead in the rock forever!
For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that He shall stand at the latter day upon the earth:
And though after my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God:
Whom I shall see for myself; and mine eyes shall behold, and not another;
Though my reins be consumed within me.

Job 19:23-27
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.

Hosea 4:6
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"THE CROSS OF CHRIST"
BY: KARL MICHAEL PENNER

THE CROSS OF CHRIST
Has been displayed for over 2 millenniums
For all of our world to See
But just what does this CROSS
Mean to "YOU"?
I'll tell you what it means to Me.
Throughout the pages of the Holy Bible
God has unveiled to us of His divine Plan
From His creation of Heaven and Earth
And of His unique creation of Man——
Who was created in His image and likeness
And from His love created man with a Choice
To follow Him faithfully and submit to His
And "only" His Voice.

God in His infinite wisdom knew that
With man's choice—he'd eventually Sin
So God made redemption a part of His plan
To bring lost man back to Him Again.

THE CROSS OF CHRIST
Is where God says pays for sins Cost
For the one's who have strayed away from God
And to His ways have become Lost.

THE CROSS OF CHRIST
Is where God Himself has paid the debt
That sinful man to God he does Owe
So that through the eternal gates of Hell
Man could "CHOOSE NOT" to have to Go.

THE CROSS OF CHRIST
Has set ALL of mankind Free
From having to pay the debt of sins Penalty.

IT IS WRITTEN:
"Unless there is a shedding of blood
There can be NO ATONEMENT for Sin"

(1)
"THE CROSS OF CHRIST" concluded

Yet——Through Jesus' shed blood on THE CROSS
God says FORGIVENESS is now offered
For all of mankind that's been lost——
"I will NO LONGER view YOU as My enemy
Because Christ's shed blood now makes it Possible for sinful man to be My Friend."
And this is the ABSOLUTE TRUTH about THE CROSS OF CHRIST
That has been declared to YOU and Me
For this ALONE is God's ONLY redemption plan
And My prayer is that you will Agree.

So for all of those people
Who have NEVER had a Clue
Just what exactly did THE CROSS OF CHRIST
Do——
YOU NO LONGER can rightfully say
"Well, I never really knew."

SO My final question is——WHAT DOES THE CROSS OF CHRIST Say and Mean——TO YOU ???

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
AMBASSADOR

BY: KARL M. FENNER

If an AMBASSADOR
By Whom have YOU
Been Sent ?
If an AMBASSADOR
To what or to Whom
Do YOU Represent ?
Wrong or Right
Darkness or Light
What words do YOU Say——
What message does YOUR life Convey ?
Do YOU say what YOU mean
And mean what YOU Say ?
When asked for directions
Do YOU instruct in the right Way ?

Everyone is someone’s
AMBASSADOR
In some form or some Fashion
For by the way that we live our lives
Shows our hearts and our Passions.

SO, once again I am asking YOU
AMBASSADOR——
By Whom have "YOU' been Sent ?
Rest assure whether YOU answer or not——
YOUR ACTIONS will always tell
To Whom "YOU" Represent .

( . . . AND what does the LORD require of you ?
To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly
with your God . " MICAH 6 : 8 . )

( 3 )
Listen up all of you people
For this is a GOOD NEWS Letter
Even though our world has been in constant chaos
One day soon it's gonna turn for the Better.
You see God the Father has sent Jesus His Son
To proclaim to our world some very GOOD NEWS
How God wants to forgive us and redeem us
And to heal our aching hearts of it's Blues:
Also to tell all of us how we can one day again
Be reconciled to God and even be called His Friend;
All because Jesus Christ has paid sins Cost
Redeeming all of mankind who WITHOUT CHRIST is Lost
By shedding His innocent blood upon Calvary's Cross.

Don't be one who says, "I've already heard that Story
So don't try and tell me about how I need to Worry."
Cause if so, I suggest You LISTEN & HEAR IT AGAIN
For when You've decided to reject this news
You'll wind up unredeemable in Your Sin!
Then You will end up in HELL<->The Land of The Lost
Where all who reject the GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST
Will pay a damnable and eternal Cost ! ! !

This is NOT some old religious talk
It's a WARNING so listen and Learn
Or else prepare and suffer consequences
Whereby in Hell's Fire You will forever Burn ! ! !

And for all those people who don't know their Fate
Whether they'll enter Heaven's or Hell's eternal Gate:
Cheer up people for I am sent to YOU with some

GOOD NEWS
God the Father sent Jesus Christ His only Son
To open our eyes and our hearts
And to reveal His redemptive Plan
This GOSPEL is all about God's forgiveness
What about this GOOD NEWS

You cannot Understand ?

( 4 )
One day soon this old world as we know it
Will be judged by God and then——
Will come to an End ... 
And this judgment will declare if YOU will be
God's Enemy—or God's Friend.

So the destiny is up to YOU to CHOOSE
Please DO NOT decide Satan's way
For if YOU do——YOU'LL SURELY LOSE !!!!

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"NO GREATER LOVE"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

When anyone violates ANY of God's laws
It is called SIN
And I truly believe that each human being
Has done this over and over Again.
God declares that, "The wages of sin is Death"
And it's payday will come either before
Or at the time that you take your last Breath!
God also says, "I am a merciful God who loves You
And I have revealed to You of My Plan
How I've provided redemption for every woman & Man.
For it was at Calvary's Cross where anyone can Begin
To receive My forgiveness and thus
Becoming My Friend
Now isn't this news good enough to make you Grin?
Because all of your evil sins that tore us Apart
Jesus' shed blood brings YOU back into My Heart
To enjoy My love and My blessings for YOU
And that I can allow YOU a brand new Start."

SO, this is the GOSPEL message that I command
All who love Me to Tell
REPENT & RECEIVE JESUS
AS YOUR LORD & SAVIOR
So YOU won't pay sins price in HELL !!!

NOTE

SIN WILL TAKE YOU
WHERE YOU DON'T WANT TO GO
SIN WILL KEEP YOU
LONGER THAN YOU WANT TO STAY
SIN WILL COST YOU
MORE THAN YOU ARE ABLE TO PAY!!!
"GOD'S GRACE FOR GRANTED"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

God has shown His ultimate for us
When He climbed upon that rugged Cross
Shedding His innocent blood for atonement
Because our sins have made us all Lost.

I truly hope that on God’s judgment Day——
That day when EVERYONE will see God’s Face
YOU won’t have to hear God say to "YOU"
 "Depart from Me You worker of iniquity
Who has lived an ungrateful life of
DISGRACE !!!

(7)
"TESTIMONY"
BY: KARL W. FENNER

In the eyes and the ears
Of both God and man
This day and everyday
I declare and do TESTIFY—
Only the TRUTH
And NEVER A LIE!

For I learn and live by
The Holy Word of God
And this is MY
TESTIMONY
By MyWALK as well as My TALK
Is proof positive that
I am NO HYPOCRITE NOR PHONY ! ! !
And the Holy Word of God has declared:
" 'They overcame by the blood of the Lamb
And by their TESTIMONY."
(REVELATION 12:11)

(8)
"BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
My Heart Can Always Know Peace
BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
Satan's Attacks On Me Never Seem To Cease !

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
One Day Heaven Will Be My Eternal Home
Yet—Unfortunately Until That Day Arrives
In This Sin-Ridden World I'm Left To Roam .

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
Everyday I Need To Let My Light Shine Bright
For In This World That's Filled With Darkness
It's A Battle That I'm Willing To Fight.

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
God Has Opened My Eyes So That I Can See
And Satan Hates This God-Given Revelation
Also The FACT Of Just How Much God Loves Me.

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
All My Sins Have Been Forgiven And I Am Free
God In Christ Jesus Has Given Me A Second Chance
And God Also Has Changed My Eternal Destiny.

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
Doesn't Mean My Life Won't Have Any Pain
But God Does Promise Me In His Holy Word
All My Sufferings Will Be Turned Into My Gain.

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
My Life Is Filled With Hope & Anticipation
Knowing One Day Soon All My Sufferings Will End
When Jesus Shouts For His People's Emancipation.

BECAUSE I BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS
His Blood On Calvary's Cross Has Set Me Free

(9)
You Too Can Say **YOU BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS**
When You Believe & Follow Him Then You'll See.
And When **YOU BEAR THE NAME OF JESUS**
In Your Life Let His Glorious Light Brightly Shine
Cause When Satan Tries To Take You Down To Hell
God Will Say To Satan

"**NO! This One Is All Mine!**"

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"THROUGH THE FIRE"

By: Karl Michael Fenner

At the time that I've come to pen these words
I've been incarcerated for approximately 24 1/2 Years
And these two plus decades have been one BIG crucible
Filled with agonizing heartaches, pains, and Tears.

THROUGH THE FIRE

Since the inception on My pain-filled incarceration
I've asked Jesus Christ To reign in My Life
Never knowing that My decision would give birth
To many more years of pains and much more Strife.
Yet, I've made My decision, and I'm willing to Pay
Whatever the cost for doing things God's Way——
So whenever old Satan to Me has something to Say
I tell him, "NO THANKS! YOU BURN FOREVER AND A DAY!"

So everyday on My pilgrimage with Jesus
As I walk closer with Him day-by Day
Satan gets even more enraged with Me
And sends his most diabolical demons My Way:
To persecute Me every morning, noon, and Night
And far more times that few——
I saw no relief in Sight.

There have been all so many occasions Whereby
I have inquired of many of My Christian Brothers
"Can anyone of you please tell Me WHY——
I suffer MORE THAN so many Others?"
And led by the Holy Spirit, each brother did Convey
"On your knees my brother, for to God You must Pray——
Knowing our God is merciful and will send deliverance
Your Way."

THROUGH THE FIRE

Jesus Christ has told us in His Holy Word
"Living for Me——You will suffer Tribulations. . .
. . . And NEVER FORGET TO PUT YOUR TRUST IN ME
And let all Your hopes be filled with Anticipation."
It's also been said by the Patriarchs of Old

(11)
That God sends His people
THROUGH THE FIRE
So that He can "PURIFY THEM" like the finest GOLD
And after they have been purged——
THROUGH THE FIRE
They'll have a glorious TESTIMONY to be Told.

THROUGH THE FIRE
There have been so many times I have cried
" Lord Jesus help Me, I've had Enough ! "
Then I'd hear God's voice lovingly say——
" Hold on My son→YOU'RE A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH . "

And even though TRUTHFULLY——I have No Desire
Of going through God's purifying Fire——
And as unwanted and painful as it may Be
YES ! I'll go through it ( Yelling & Crying☺ )
Knowing Heaven "WITH GOD" is My final Destiny.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
There was placed on Me
A TARGET which I didn't See
The TARGET was put there by Satan
My evil nemesis and arch Enemy.
I prayed for God to remove the TARGET
Off of Me——
But as He said to the Apostle Paul
" My grace is sufficient for Thee. "

Satan told his strategic plans to his demonic cohorts
Saying, " Aim directly for the heart of ole' Boy
For that's where his faith lies that I want to Destroy!
Continue in your attacks everyday and every Hour
Until his faith in God has been completely Devoured!
I want God's name in his mouth to taste bitter & Sour
So he'll bow down to Me as his god with supreme Power! "

Everyday Satan has been relentless with his Attacks
Declaring, " I'll annihilate any and every damned demon
Who dares cut ole' boy any Slack !!!"
And just when Satan thought that he had Won
An Angel came and strengthened Me saying :
"Rise up my brother, for this battle is NOT Done ! "
He gave Me understanding, and I agreed with a Nod
And that is when I put on The Whole Armor Of God!
Satan saw Me and yelled, " RETREAT ! RETREAT !
He's put on The Whole Armor Of God
And now we are truly Beat ! "

As I watched Satan and all his cohorts Run
Defeating Satan IN JESUS' NAME
Now this was truly Fun.
So I thanked God for the victory
And the knowledge that Satan was Done !
Every since I've given My life to Jesus Christ
Satan has bombarded Me with perpetual Attacks
And uses the very best from his arsenal of weapons
And commands his demons saying, "Cut him no Slack!"
Attack him in the daytime, and attack him at Night
I want him to STOP WALKING & TALKING IN THE LIGHT!
I want him tormented for every conceivable Reason
And don't go out two-by-two, but take my entire Legion!"

It also dawned on Me that the evil in people could See
The Light of Jesus Christ that emanates from Me.
Because it seems as though for any reason or Excuse
They try and vex My spirit with all kinds of Abuse.
As I try living this life—doing things that are Right
Satan sends someone to Me to try to start a Fight!
I try NOT to cause any trouble—being a man of Peace
Maybe this is why the persecutions NEVER SEEM TO CEASE.
Even in My dialogues with people, sometimes I'll Disagree
Satan will creep into their hearts
Turning them hostile to Me.

Over two (2) decades Satan's been an adversary that
I've seriously come to Know——
Who'll send his diabolical demons after Me
No matter wherever I may Go.
His daily hate-filled words and threats
Against My very Life
Is the very reason WHY I receive all of this Strife.
And there have been times during these persecutions
Like Elijah with Jezebel——I decided to Run
But just when I thought that I had escaped
And that old nemesis Satan was Done——
As soon as I caught My breath and looked up
I'd see that there was coming—another One.

(14)
I yelled, "What have I done to you Satan
That on Me you choose to continually Attack ?
Why in the world can't you just leave Me alone
And GET THE HELL OFF OF MY BACK !!!"

Well Satan's attacks continued
They neither slowed down
Nor did they ever stop
And often they went from bad to even Worse
Beaten and Battered I began to wonder
"Am I under some 'generational' Curse ???

God then sent a revelation to Me and I said.
"Oh Wow ! How easy did I forget
For it is ONLY BY THE NAME OF JESUS
That Satan and his demons are commanded to Quit."

KARL MICHAEL FENNER

GOD GIVES HIS HARDEST BATTLES
TO HIS STRONGEST SOLDIERS
AND
GOD PROVIDES THE ARMOR FOR
DEFEATING SATAN
BUT WE MUST PUT IT ON.

(15)
WITHIN MY MIND
O' LORD PLEASE BIND
EVERY SINGLE THOUGHT
WHICH IS UNKIND
GIVE ME THY POWER
TO LEAVE THEM ALL BEHIND
NEVER TO TAKE UP RESIDENCE
WITHIN MY MIND.

AND IN YOUR HOLY WORDS
PLEASE HELP ME TO FIND
SOLACE AND LOVE
WITHIN MY MIND.

(16)
As an Ambassador of Jesus Christ
I have this burdensome Concern
For all those people who cannot "spiritually" Discern
For those who through "false teachings" have come to Learn
That the salvation of God is something
That one has to Earn——
For all those people who reject God's Gospel
Their final resting place will be the Lake of Fire
To be tormented and forever will Burn ! ! !
For your life isn't over once you're in your grave
Or even when cremated and put in an Urn
So before YOU have to face the judgment of God
I advise YOU change direction of Your life
Repent and make a complete
TURN OR BURN.

I guarantee that YOU won't like the consequences
The due payment for the way that YOU Behave
Because the "self-delusional" paths YOU Pave
You know the paths that the FOOLS TELL YOU
is cool and Brave——
Which also has You believing You are Your own Man
Yet the truth of the matter is YOU HAVE NO CLUE
Nor could You possibly see or Understand
Your "so-called notoriety" from your illegal crime-wave
Means= SATAN IS YOUR MASTER—> and YOU ARE HIS SLAVE!

So why not take to your heart, My sincere Concern
Consider changing the direction YOUR life's heading
REPENT TO GOD and make a complete

TURN

BECAUSE

The Holy Word of God has WARNED
All Who Refuse To Repent
And With Their Lives Make A Complete

TURN

Will Spend Eternity In The Lake Of Fire

(17)
""TURN OR BURN" concluded"

To Be Tormented And Forever Will
BURN ! ! !

KARL MICHAEL PENNER

""...Repent, and turn yourselves from all your transgressions, whereby ye have transgressed;
... For I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the Lord GOD: Wherefore turn yourselves, and live ye."

EZEKIEL 18:30, 32
"DIABOLUS DISCIPULUS"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

In these days there is so much want and Need
And so many people's hearts have turned to Greed!
Robbing, Stealing, folks even killing for Money
And worse off—some people think that this is Funny.
This craving for "MORE MONEY" has people Running
Doing whatever—even the most devious and the Cunning!

This hunger and GREED that is causing worldwide Strife
Hasn’t the slightest of scruples for any human Life!
Satan entices and with his flattering tongue will Tell
NOT THE TRUTH—but LIES that lead straight to Hell!!!
Satan is on the prowl and with mayhem as his Hex
Causing pain & misery for all souls he wants to Vex!

If people don't WAKE UP
And soon come to Understand
Before they even get to realize it
It'll be time for the JUDGMENT OF GOD
Upon every woman and every Man!

So make a good decision and
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
I personally recommend Jesus Christ's way
Be wise and TAKE HEED TO HIS VOICE.
"JUDGMENT DAY"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Many people have come to "their own" Conclusion
Whether it seems logical or some misguided Delusion
They've decided that the God of the Holy Bible
Is "only" a God of love and of Peace——
Yet, contrary to their beliefs, God's Holy Word WARNS
God's holy judgment and righteous wrath against sin
Will be a terrifying day when God's love and His Peace
Will CEASE . . .
. . . And His wrath upon sin Released!!!

If you're thinking what I'm saying is simply Untrue
Or some far distant prophecy—or even something New
Then READ IN THE HOLY BIBLE from Genesis chapter 3,
And all the way through——Revelation 22.
You will see God's judgment and wrath on sin is True.

So take heed to this WARNING
And DO NOT TURN YOUR HEART AWAY
Because sooner than you'll realize it
You're going to come upon God's Judgment Day.
And forget about saying to God:
" Lord God, forgive me, I didn't Know"
That will NOT be an excuse to use because
Everyone knows and many have experienced
YOU WILL REAP WHAT YOU SOW!

IT IS WRITTEN:
" I call heaven and earth to record this day against you,
that I have set before you life and death, blessing and
cursing: therefore choose life that both you and thy seed
may live . . ."

DEUTERONOMY 30:19

(20)
"DOUBLE TROUBLE"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Throughout this poem I have a message to Tell
A WARNING that'll hopefully keep YOU from Hell.
Hopefully from My words You will Learn
And make the CHOICE to NOT eternally Burn!
You may say that this is already hell
And You are already paying for your Trouble
But in Hell it's a quadrillion times far worst——
And for some people—even that will be Doubled ! ! !

**IT IS WRITTEN**

"It is appointed unto man once to die
but after this the Judgment" . . .

When You'll pay the penalty for all of Your Trouble
And if You don't STOP RIGHT NOW and REPENT
Your penalty in Hell can even cost You Double !
Also **IT IS WRITTEN** in God's Holy Word
( I'm saying this in case You've never Heard )
"For the wages of sin is Death" . . .
Whether You told only one Lie or one single Theft.
Sin is **THE REFUSAL TO OBEY GOD'S HOLY LAWS**
We are ALL GUILTY because we all are born with Flaws.

And F.Y.I., just in case You didn't Know
**SIN WILL** take You to a place You don't want to Go
**SIN WILL** keep You longer than You want to Stay
It will be wise to LISTEN to what I have to Say
For to IGNORE THIS WARNING
**SIN WILL COST YOU MORE THAN YOU ARE ABLE TO PAY** ! ! !

So the **WILLFUL BREAKING OF GOD'S LAWS** will
**Bring upon YOU** much unwanted Trouble
And who's to say if the price You'll have to pay
Will be measured unto YOU even Doubled ??

(21)
DOUBLE TROUBLE
Ain't it bad enough to suffer now
For all of our troubles and Strife
And have to continue suffering even far worse
In the FLAMING FIRES of the After Life ? ??

So might I suggest YOU should humbly PRAY
And CALL UPON JESUS CHRIST to save YOU Today
For the Holy Word of God says that
JESUS CHRIST IS GOD'S ONLY WAY

For the salvation of fallen and lost Man
Propheesed in the Third Book of Genesis
Where the One True God revealed His Plan
To win back the sin-stained souls of fallen Man.

Decide Today My friend
For Tomorrow may be TOO LATE
Because when YOU die WITHOUT
Accepting Jesus as YOUR SAVIOR
You've GUARANTEED Your eternal damnation
And Your entrance through Hell's Gates !

If YOU don't want to suffer the consequences of
DOUBLE TROUBLE
ACKNOWLEDGE AND ACCEPT THE ATONING BLOOD OF JESUS
Who forgives and cleanses away sins Rubble.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
Never had I ever believed that drinking all of that alcohol
I'd ever have to experience such a devastating fall.
My mind just wouldn't accept that from drinking booze
I'd wind up in prison and my freedom I would lose.
Nor could my mind phantom that my using of illegal drugs
Would jeopardize the happiness of my daughter's hugs.
What I thought was fun—the booze, drugs and wild sex
Caused my life to spiral downhill and my spirit being vexed.
I was sailing through life like a ship without a rudder
And the storms of drugs, booze, and wild sex
Later found me docked and shipwrecked in the gutter.
No longer in control, the booze, drugs, and wild sex
Had me under its spell and ultimately possessed
Instead of fond memories, I found myself in an awful mess!!!
My life spiraled downhill and was totally out of control
Almost to the very brink of even losing my very soul.
But I came to the realization my life had flipped totally upside down
After waking up to my face lying flat down
On the ground—and thinking that no help for me could ever be found.
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I was sick and tired of being sick and tired
And being surrounded by men I didn’t want to
CRY
So with My last bit of hope
I decided to give Jesus Christ a
TRY.
By whom took MY DEAD LIFE
Which was turned completely
UPSIDE DOWN
Jesus Christ renewed My entire life
And turned it completely
AROUND.
And the wonderful thing about being born
AGAIN
It also made Me Satan’s enemy
And it also made Me Jesus’
FRIEND.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"CONSEQUENCES"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

The Devil was controlling My Life
By manipulating and dictating
Just about My every Thought
Deceived by his subliminal subterfuge
I found Myself turning away from
The good things to which I Ought.

By listening to Satan's deceptions
I became controlled and under his Spell
Unawares I was heading in the directions
That lead straight to the Gates of Hell!

By failing to daily Discipline My Mind
And Use Discernment whenever I'd Choose
I'd use My CHOICE
To heed and follow Satan's Voice
A choice to which I'D ALWAYS LOSE!!!
"MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN"
(The Handwriting on the Wall)
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

At one time in My life I thought that I knew it ALL
Yeah, I really believed that I had everything on the BALL
Then one day I swore I heard a voice from heaven CALL
Which did overwhelm Me and caused Me to My knees to FALL
The Voice commanded Me to look up and see down the HALL
And I became almost paralyzed when I saw
THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL:
The words gave instructions for Me to open the Holy Bible
And carefully read the WARNINGS from the Apostle PAUL
That clearly says how one's standing with God will determine whether or not you will FALL
Or that you will be erected and stand TALL
I realize that God's WARNING was NOT JUST FOR ME
But it's a WARNING to be heeded by one and ALL—
For God has given EVERYONE a WARNING
Just like He gave Me with the vision of THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL.
God's Judgment for sin WILL COME upon one and ALL
And if YOU want to ESCAPE THE WAGES OF SIN
Then I strongly suggest YOU ACCEPT THE GOSPEL'S CALL.
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"GOD'S LOVE LETTER 4 YOU"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

all of God's children who are locked up in Jail
the melancholy one's who never receive any Mail
the one's longing to receive & read a LOVE LETTER
the kind of news that makes them feel Better.
the one's who go to sleep disappointed at Night
the one's who forsee NO WORDS OF LOVE in Sight
the one's who grieve feeling "This just ain't Right!"
the one's who think this way every night and Day
I have some GOOD NEWS 4 YOU—hear what I have to Say.

You no longer need be saddened with a grieving Heart
Let Me point You to where Your "TRUE JOY" should Start.
Whenever You need to read encouraging words of LOVE
Then FOCUS YOUR ATTENTION ON YOUR LOVING FATHER ABOVE.
Whenever You're passed over for mail
And start to feeling lonely
Pick up Your Holy Bible and READ THE WORDS OF THE ONLY ONE who not only says to YOU—I LOVE YOU
But SHOWS YOU IN EVERY KIND OF WAY—
Read it at night before You go to bed
And You'll feel much better the next Day.

So STOP BEING SAD because
YOU ARE IN POSSESSION OF THE BEST LOVE LETTER
Which PROMISES YOU unconditional LOVE
And that should make You feel so much Better.

Yet——-God's Love is NOT LIMITED To
The Christian and the Jew
Because JOHN 3:16 says,
God's Love is 4——ALL OF THE WORLD TOO.
And that includes YOU.

So 4 ALL PEOPLE looking for Love
4 ALL PEOPLE who are feeling lonely & Blue
Spend some time and read

GOD'S LOVE LETTER 4 YOU.
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"PRINCE OF PEACE"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

PRINCE OF PEACE
O' PRINCE OF PEACE
PLEASE DELIVER MY MIND
FROM SATAN THE EVIL BEAST!
PLEASE HURRY AND INTERVENE
MY LORD-O' PRINCE OF PEACE
BEFORE MY MERE EXISTENCE
COMES TO A HALT AND CEASE.

PRINCE OF PEACE
O' PRINCE OF PEACE
AID ME TO THE REALIZATION THAT
MY LIFE IS GIVEN TO ME ON LEASE...
AND GUIDE ME THROUGH YOUR HOLY WORD
WHEREUPON I MAY DAILY FEAST—
TO DAILY DIRECT MY PATHS
TO THE NORTH AND THE SOUTH
TO THE WEST AND TO THE EAST
EVEN AS YOU QUIETED THE STORMY SEA
SAYING TO IT—
"I COMMAND YOU—BE AT PEACE."

IN MY MIND RAGES SATAN
THAT EVIL NEFARIOUS BEAST
PRINCE OF PEACE
O' PRINCE OF PEACE
PLEASE COMMAND MY STORMS TO CEASE.
I LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR DELIVERANCE
O' PRECIOUS AND MUCH LOVED
PRINCE OF PEACE
MAY YOUR LOVING HAND COME SOON
LORD JESUS—MY GOD AND THE MAJESTIC
PRINCE OF PEACE...
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( "PRINCE OF PEACE" concluded)

BEFORE I AM NO LONGER AND
TAKE MY PLACE AMOUNGST THE DECEASED ! ! !

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"METAMORPHOSIS"

( WHAT THE CATERPILLER THINKS IS THE END OF LIFE )
( THE BUTTERFLY THINKS IS JUST THE BEGINNING )

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

( THE CONDEMNATION )

Once in My life I was filled with all so much RAGE
Until the Authorities had to lock Me up in a steel CAGE.
I was the essence of evil and totally out of CONTROL
I was even heading in the direction of losing My very SOUL.
I was so very bitter that I couldn't SEE
Until one day My rage totally got the best of ME.
The alcohol and the drugs gave Me a fatal DESTINY
One that I NEVER wanted nor hoped would ever BE.
Giving My mind and My body over to all of that JUNK
NOT KNOWING I'd awaken later lying on a cold steel BUNK !

METAMORPHOSIS
The drugs, My cohorts, the wine, women and SONG
All came crashing down and didn't last very LONG !
The lifestyle that I was living soon got Me in SERIOUS TROUBLE
And when the Judge sentenced Me it was even DOUBLED !
Far beyond the time I thought I should have to PAY
But it was the PENALTY for Satan's game I decided to PLAY !
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NEVER had I thought that the road of wine, women, and song
Would one day have me contemplating how much I was wrong.
I not only hurt myself—but unawares I hurt so many others.
My victim, my daughter, my sister, and both my brothers.

METAMORPHOSIS
While sitting in jail I started counting all of my loss.
The a Christian came and told me how Jesus Christ has paid for my sins at Golgotha's upon Calvary's cross.
I then decided to change but didn't know what to do.
The Christian said to me, "Call upon the name of Jesus and accept what his shed blood has done for you." So I got down on my knees and I began to pray:
"God please forgive me for my sins and help me to live for you by sending your holy spirit my way."'

METAMORPHOSIS
(The transformation)
Well the rage and the bitterness was removed from my heart.
For God's love and mercy has given me a brand new start.
And although I may still be locked up in a steel cage.
No longer is my heart filled with fury and with rage.
Not only did I transform through a metamorphosis
That I hope everyone will be able to clearly
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SEE
And God as A BONUS has changed My eternal DESTINY.
And it's so good to know when I'm done with this LIFE
I'm going straight to Heaven where there is NO MORE STRIFE:
To spend eternity with Jesus, My Savior, and My FRIEND
And enjoy God's Love & Peace that NEVER has any END.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"**MANTICORE**"

(*THEN and NOW*)

**BY:** KARL MICHAEL FENNER

---

**THEN**

At one time in My life I was an evil and barbaric BEAST
Stalking unsuspecting victims upon whom I would daily FEAST.
I *NEVER* had anyone that I considered to be a true FRIEND
Maybe it was the fact that I was so very evil WITHIN.
Perhaps it was also possible that the people did SEE
How that nefarious beast Satan was living IN A ME!
Satan reigned in Me for well over 25 years of My LIFE
Manipulating Me like a puppeteer to cause chaos and STRIFE.
Every wakened day was an opportunity for Me to DEVOUR
Some unfortunate victim—*and* hopefully two in an HOUR.
Yet, there laid deep inside of Me an unexplained DESIRE
Kindling within My soul was ignited a great & passionate FIRE.
Uncharted has this fire been burning deep in My LIFE
An *insatiable hunger* craving for a woman to be My WIFE.
1/2 of Me wanted to TASTE THE NECTAR of a wife’s KISS
1/2 of Me wanted NO PARTS of any kind of romantic BLISS.

---
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Then one day I met a GORGEOUS YOUNG LADY unlike any OTHER.
I Loved Her, IMPREGNATED HER, and She became My baby's MOTHER.
For a little while I got to enjoy the passions of My Lady FRIEND.
But soon that GREEN-EYED BEAST resurrected inside Me AGAIN.
And brought that loving relationship to a HEARTBREAKING END!
I yelled, "Enough Satan! You're violating My free CHOICE!"
Satan replied, "Ahh, but you will submit to My sinister VOICE!"
Overpowered I could NOT subdue the Beast inside of ME.
And the Beast yelled, "I reign in this here body,
And I will NEVER EVER allow You to be set FREE!"
Defeat was inevitable, so I gave in to Satan's TEMPTATIONS.
That led Me straight down the road to Hell's fiery DAMNATIONS!
That old Devil DECEIVED ME INTO BELIEVING HIS LIES that All of the crazy things I was doing was nothing but FUN.
The drugs, the alcohol, all the debaucheries, and all the FIGHTS.
All those things from My childhood I was told wasn't RIGHT.
But Satan Persuaded Me that there's more fun left UNDONE.
Then one day it all came crashing down on Me.
And now I'm IN TROUBLE and I decide I'd better RUN.
And this didn't last either, for the cops caught up with me
And EVERYTHING that I was deceived to believe was
FUN . . .
. . . WAS NOW
DONE !!!

NOW

The land I once walked with all it's liberties, where I was
FREE
And Satan that old Beast who so easily dominated
ME
NO LONGER had the free world for it's platform and it's
STAGE
To wreck his havoc and spit out his venomous
RAGE :
Has NOW caused both of us to be locked up in a steel
CAGE !
However, one day in jail things began to dramatically
CHANGE
All of a sudden MY ENTIRE THOUGHT PROCESS was being
REARRANGED.
TRANSFORMED & REMORSEFUL, and tired of being evil and
ROTTEN
I now wished that all of my evil past could somehow be
FORGOTTEN.

For it was IN PRISON WHERE I
BEGAN TO COUNTING THE
COST
Of the FREEDOM and all my Loved one's I've now
LOST !!!
So I got down on my knees and it was to God I did
PRAY
" Forgive me Lord Jesus, and PLEASE SHOW ME YOUR
WAY. "

Then that old Beast IMMEDIATELY DEPARTED FROM ME
And with his last bitter words to me he thus did
CONVEY:
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"BEFORE I had You terrorizing as the Predator——
NOW, since YOU CHOSE TO SIDE WITH JESUS——I'll make YOU my
PREY  ! ! ! "

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"HOW MUCH LONGER ??" 

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

The plague of being infected with magadoses of Agony
The hope for an antidote I doubt if I'll ever see.
New symptoms surface, loneliness, misery, and guilt
Any hopes of surviving are beginning to wilt.
My mind is poisoned with thoughts of condemnation
Replacing My hope with hopelessness—
Is becoming My new realization.

What is the RUBICON where a man can
No longer endure pain
That man who has experienced
Far more loses than gains—?
A resume' that confirms slavery
Poverty, and inequality—
All seemingly packaged and placed into his hand
With magadoses of UNJUSTIFIED RACIAL HATRED
He simply cannot understand—

Who is this "AGENT PROVOCATEUR"
That DEVIOUSLY DESIGNED this plan ??

Wrongs are becoming victorious
Over that which is right
And a BALANCING OF THE SCALES seems far from sight.
The daily doses of hatred prescribed
And the continuous issuance of pain
Is the pill I'm forced to daily swallow
Again and again.

Everyday I experience a mental and spiritual drain
That almost takes me to the brink of going insane!
Decade after decade in this cesspool I have to swim
With any signs of relief from these torments
Are very unlikely—or slim.
So I came to the end of my rope and I cried:
" HOW MUCH LONGER ??"

Then I heard a Warrior's voice speak to me saying:
"All that hasn't killed You, has only made You Stronger!"
"AGENTS OF DISCOURAGEMENT"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

In my lifetime many agents of Satan have been sent
To inflict upon me, mental, physical
And even spiritual discouragement.
Satan on occasions has even used me
By my own bad choices which have caused
Unnecessary sufferings and unwanted misery.

I once thought that when I accepted Christ Jesus
You know— that wonderful Savior who
Gave His life for us and freed us—
He would cast down to Hell Satan’s agents
Those nefarious demons that Satan always sent
To possess people’s minds and use their bodies as
AGENTS OF DISCOURAGEMENT.
And I thought that was what the Holy Scriptures taught
And just why that old Devil was so hell bent!
Satan will use as weapons of his war—people
And anyone willing he can send
All who will be his willing vessels
Even those to whom you think is a friend.

For me personally, this is a daily and lifetime fight
All because I choose to walk in Jesus’ light
And even though all these
AGENTS OF DISCOURAGEMENT
By whom my nemesis, Satan has sent
I’m never defeated because of THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD
That gives me undefeatable strength!
"I SUFFER BECAUSE I BELONG TO GOD"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

My sufferings NEVER seem to ever CEASE
No matter how hard I struggle for PEACE
My sufferings NEVER seem to ever DECREASE
As if all of Hell's fury on Me has been UNLEASED!
Until Christ calls Me home I can see NO RELEASE
From the torments of Satan, that nefarious BEAST!
I really cannot see any other REASON
WHY I suffer throughout all the 4 SEASONS

EXCEPT

I SUFFER BECAUSE I BELONG TO GOD.

At one time in My life I use to wonder WHY
And lift up My hands to God and I would CRY
"Will I continue in this suffering all My life
Up to the very day that I DIE?"

But My sufferings could also be GOD'S CHASTENING ROD...
But, No matter how I may view this matter
The FACTS CLEARLY SHOW and IT IS WRITTEN:

I SUFFER BECAUSE I BELONG TO GOD.

2 TIMOTHY 3:12
"BEAUTY FOR ASHES"
(DYING AIN'T MUCH OF A LIVING)
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

I had an "EPHANY" just the other Day
How the Lord sent a unique blessing My Way.
I received a "VISION" of Me being cast Down
How My face continually had worn a Frown
How it seemed like NO ONE wanted Me Around
How IN PRISON FOR DECADES I had been chained & Bound
How My face sadly always faced the Ground
How people saw Me like I was some silly Clown
How for Peace I hungered for it's soothing Sound
How I prayed that time could be Re-Wound.

How daily I found Myself asking WHY?
How night after night on My pillow I would Cry
How I longed for the day that I would Die!

After all those horrible things that I did See
I wondered why was I given this horrifying
Epiphany . . .
Then God's loving grace suddenly fell heavily
Upon Me.

God showed Me all the misery that I had saw
Was the result of My sinful state—
And from His presence I had become Lost
But God reassured Me how Jesus' shed blood
Had paid the price of sins Cost .
And because You were lost

But NOW You've been Found
My loving grace shall turn Your miseries Around.
In Your sinful state I wanted You to see
DYING AIN'T MUCH OF A LIVING
And I AM the God of Love & Forgiveness
That "FOREVER" keeps on Giving.
I give You My peace that'll reverse all Your Clashes
And as long as You decide to abide in Me
I will shower You abundantly with
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BEAUTY FOR ASHES.

JUST BECAUSE
THE PAST
DIDN'T TURN OUT
LIKE YOU WANTED
IT TO
DOES NOT MEAN
THE FUTURE
CANNOT BE
BETTER THAN
YOU'D
EVER
IMAGINE.

ROMANS 8:28
"G U I L T"
( Bound By The Back-Breaking Burden )
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

It's Slow
Methodical
Exhausting and
Extremely Painstaking.
We all do not possess the stomach for it
Some take the path of least resistance
Many have felt they die the daily death
Who no longer visualize aging gracefully
Feeling their lives have come to a "rubicon"
They have chosen—each and every one of them
TO GIVE UP
TO QUIT
TO TAKE THE COWARDS WAY OUT!

BOUND BY THE BACK-BREAKING BURDEN
UNABLE TO COPE AND WITHOUT ANY HOPE
DESPAIR, DEPRESSION, DESPONDENCY, ALL DOMINATE
MINDS SATURATED WITH HOPELESSNESS
AND HELPLESSNESS.

In every case that came into Review.
Not even the wisest had a single Clue
Nor did they see the trama being Built
By the people that committed suicide because
They could NO LONGER CARRY any longer
The Heavy Burden Of
G U I L T.
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"THE ENEMY\rightarrow IN\cdot A\cdot ME"  
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

THE ENEMY WAS OFTEN  
IN\cdot A\cdot ME
BLINDING ME SO THAT
I COULDN'T CLEARLY SEE
AND WHEN I CHANGED DIRECTIONS
NOT FOLLOWING HIS PATH
HE RELINQUISHED HIS RACE
AND SENT FORTH HIS WRATH!

I TRIED TO USE DISCERNMENT
IN MY MINDS CALCULATIONS
YET THE ENEMY COUNTERACTED
WITH HIS EVIL DETERMINATION.

THERE'S BEEN MANY TIMES BEFORE
WHEN I DECIDED I WOULD CHOOSE
TO HEED THE VOICE OF THE ENEMY
IN\cdot A\cdot ME
AND IN DOING SO I'D ALWAYS LOSE.

THE ENEMY WAS OFTEN
IN\cdot A\cdot ME
BATTLING TO MISDIRECT
MY GOD-GIVEN DESTINY.

SO EVERYDAY WITHIN MY MIND
THE ENEMY\rightarrow IN\cdot A\cdot ME
I MUST FIGHT . . .
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE
THAT WHICH IS BEST FOR ME
I HAVE TO
DISCERN
AND TO
CHOOSE
THAT WHICH IS RIGHT.
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''FIGHT THE POWER''  
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER 

There's a deep hunger inside all of us—a THIRST 
Which seems if not released will Burst 
This hunger is the passion of wanting more and more 
To which all too many have fallen under this Curse—
According to the Holy Bible, Adam & Eve were the First 
Whose actions created the job for the man driving the 
Hearst——
And passed on to all of humanity a dreaded 
   Unquenchable Thirst . . . 
Which throughout the ages only seems to get Worst ! 
This power doesn't discriminate any nationality 
   Nor any Breed
It doesn't care about anyone's philosophical Creed 
It only focuses on coveting——
   Making it upon which You Feed
Causing You to being obsessed by the power of it's Greed 
Fallen victim to it's allure
   Ignoring the WARNINGS
   You neglected to Heed
And given in to the lust of temptation 
Allowing Your very soul to follow it's Lead:
It constantly tells You :
   '' YOU WILL ALWAYS NEED ''
Having You craving for MORE 
   Will be Your daily Plead .

I'm hoping that from these verses 
Upon which You hear or even may Read 
Your eyes and ears become opened to 
This DECEPTIVE SEED . . .
   That MASQUERADES as something 
   You think You really Need——
   And You so innocently Feed
On that which is IN REALITY
   A DAMNABLE WEED ! ! !
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Within my mind lies a plethora of thoughts
Different Yet they all agree
That there's one thing that will never be
And that is to never give in to Satan's decree
Because Satan and I will always disagree
About the differences of being in bondage
And to that of being truly free:
Having the gift of spiritual discernment
A wonderful and needed gift from God to me
A gift with the extraordinary ability to foresee
Whenever I submit myself to God
God has declared that Satan has to flee!
This is a revelation of God's most holy word
To which I always receive most joyfully
After prostrating myself down on bended knee——
The position where God lovingly speaks to me
Never angry or loud——but all so quietly
Where He ministers a prophetic reality
Something with my naked eye I could never see
Which is the war waged between Satan and me.

Good thing I serve the God of the holy trinity
The Father——the Son——and the Holy Spirit
Working together for my good——unilaterally——
Empowering me to overcome Satan's power
With the armor of God I have the victory
And for a bonus, the blood of the Lamb of God
Proclaims that I am redeemed and deemed worthy
To receiving all the goodness of God
And to living a holy life quite zealously.
"INTO THY HANDS"

(I NEED YOU NOW MORE THAN EVER)

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Lord, There is one thing in this life that
I can truly say that I Understand
And that is there is great peace, love, and safety
In Your Hands.

I never knew this until the day when
I committed My life

INTO THY HANDS.

Where I find solace from
Any and all of this world's
Evil Plans.

I'm reminded daily just how much
I NEED YOU NOW MORE THAN EVER
Because it is within everyday
My relationship with You
Satan tries desperately to Sever.
And no matter how much Satan thinks he's Clever
You assure Me the possibility of this is Never.

I lift up My hands Today
And EVERYDAY in worship, Lord to You
For all the wonderful things for Me You Do.

You Lord Jesus are My stronghold and strength
For anything and everything I may Endeavor
Giving Me a TESTIMONY of Your goodness and power
Today—and I'm CONFIDENT will be Forever.

THANK YOU LORD JESUS
For giving Me a mind and heart to Understand
I NEED YOU NOW MORE THAN EVER
And that I can place My life and My trust
INTO THY HANDS.
"TODAY"
(WAS A GOOD DAY)
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

OF ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE
CAUSED ME TO BE SAD
OF ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE
CAUSED ME TO BE MAD
OF ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE
CAUSED MY ENEMIES TO BE GLAD
OF ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE
MADE ME FEEL BAD
OF ALL THE THINGS THAT I
COULD HAVE HAD...

LET ME ADD——

WHEN I CRIED OUT LOUD TO
MY HEAVENLY DAD——

HE HEARD ALL THAT I HAD TO SAY
AND COMMANDED HIS BLESSINGS
TO COME MY WAY

WHICH GAVE ME THIS TESTIMONY

TODAY
(WAS A GOOD DAY.)

weeping may endure for
a night, but Joy comes
in the morning.

Psalm 30:5
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"AND THIS TOO SHALL PASS"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

WHAT CORRUPT TIMES WE'RE LIVING IN
In our world there's been an increase of
EVIL
Crime has skyrocketed—and even governmental
UPHEAVAL.
What has gone so horrible wrong with the human
RACE
Whereupon people are daily being abused and
ABASED!
Evil is redefined because TODAY it is called
GOOD
It's happening just like Jesus Christ said that it
WOULD.
Murder, Robbery, and Anarchy is clearly on the
RISE
And people's hearts have become insensitive and
PARALYZED!
Evil seems to be winning and is looking so much
STRONGER
While the Saints cry out to God, "Lord, how much
LONGER?"
Evil in it's prideful heart says, "I am here to
STAY!"
But God's wrath awaits evil, on His judgment
DAY!!!
And although evil is being allowed to TEMPORARILY
Have it's
WAY
You, in Your mind may
SAY———
But GOD HAS PROMISED IN HIS HOLY WORD
That ALL OF THIS WORLD'S EVIL WILL ONE
DAY
And soon———pass
AWAY!!!
(48)
"GET THEE BEHIND ME SATAN!"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

WHAT can anyone possibly LOSE
WHEN Satan's voice they so freely CHOOSE ?
IF You follow him and his voice You'll OBEY
Everyone and Everything that You may love
Can and Will definetely be taken AWAY ! ! !
Satan is deceitful and NEVER will he tell
Listening to him will come at a Great COST
From winding up in prison for a very long time
To Ending up in Hell<==Forever LOST !
Following Satan also can lead YOU to an early GRAVE
Or finding Yourself as a Penitentiary SLAVE ! ! !

So when Satan starts whispering in YOUR ear saying,
"C'mon friend, it'll be alot of FUN."
Take the advice from===>A Fallen ONE
Whenever Satan tries to talk to YOU==>
RUN ! ! !

You Might As Well START FIGHTING AGAINST SATAN Because
Satan Will NEVER STOP Fighting Against YOU ;
"HELP"

(LORD—I COULD USE A MIRACLE)

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Reflecting upon the Person
To whom I was Yesterday
Is to reflect upon great remorse
And intense Sorrow
Yet, turning My focus
On whom I am in Christ Today
Is a vision of a new & transformed life
And a hope for a better Tomorrow.
I am so glad and blessed to know
That Yesterday is gone so far Away
And I'm filled with an Attitude of gratitude
That God has given Me a brand new Day.

Today I still possess the ability to Choose
It's God's gift to Me—a loving Liberty
And whether I use or abuse it determines
Whether I be in BONDAGE or if I remain FREE.
For if I "CHOOSE" to make WISE & Godly decisions—

And WITH GOD'S HELP work hard at SELF-DISCIPLINE
I cut the odds of committing remorseful actions
That'll land Me in the State Pen—Again
Where I'll NO LONGER ENJOY the companionship
Of a woman as a wife, lover, and Friend—
But instead be in prison surrounded by Men.

It's so painful to live in a place
Where there is NO FAMILY OR CHILD'S LOVE
And that is exactly how My Heart Bleeds Daily
Making Me cry out to God Above:

"HELP"

(LORD—I COULD USE A MIRACLE)

TODAY———
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Can You find it in Your heart to send one My Way ?
I'm so very THANKFUL heavenly Father that
In Christ Jesus You have set Me spiritually Free
Will You PLEASE also grant Me PHYSICAL freedom
To enjoy life's pleasures with it's Liberty ?
For it has now been over 2 1/2 decades
That I've had to dwell in this prison for My sin
And even with Your help Lord→it's been Rough
HELP Me Please Father
In Jesus' most holy name
I NEED A MIRACLE
I've had Enough !
I'm asking for this miracle
That can Only Come From You
It'll not only bring Great Joy To My Heart
But it'll be a wonderful TESTIMONY TOO .

KARL MICHAEL FENNER

" Before I was afflicted I went astray :
but now have I kept thy Word .
Thou art good, and doest good; teach me Thy statutes .
It is good for me that I have been afflicted :
that I might learn Thy statutes . "

PSALM 119 : 67, 68, 71
"WISDOM FROM WITHIN"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

LET ME TEACH YOU A VALUABLE LESSON
LET ME TAKE YOU TO SCHOOL
NEVER follow the advise of old Satan
Who only sees You as a gullible FOOL!
He'll ALWAYS DECEIVE YOU into going places
He'll LIE saying, "Don't worry, it's cool to Go."" 
Later You find Yourself knee deep in trouble
Full of regrets saying, "Man, I didn't Know!"

Your reality now is how hard that You Fell
Landing in prison where You'll DAILY Wail
And NO FREEDOM cause the Judge said, "NO BAIL!"

Listening to Satan has You caged in a 9x5 Cell
Where EVERYDAY You feel like You're in Hell
And there's NO HAPPY ENDING as in some fairy-Tale.

All because YOU bothered NOT to THINK CAREFULLY
And USE DISCERNMENT so as to Calculate The Cost
For the roads YOU LET SATAN lead You down has now
REVOKED YOUR FREEDOM

And ALL YOU'VE LOVED IS LOST!

Man's Laws or God's Laws
Break either of the Two
As Judge, Jury, and Executioner
EITHER ONE WILL DEFINITELY BREAK YOU!!

You CANNOT travel the roads that
I traveled
And DO ALL OF THE CRAZY THINGS THAT I DID
And NOT END UP where I ended up

Or WORSE!!!
"WHAT COMES TO MY MIND?"
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT SIN
WHEN YOU'VE DONE IT ONCE
YOU WILL DO IT AGAIN.

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT LUST
IN THE WORLD WE LIVE IN TODAY
PEOPLE ACT LIKE IT'S A MUST!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT PRIDE
IT'S DEFINETELY NOT SOMETHING
THAT THE ARROGANT CAN HIDE!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT THOSE WHO LIE
MANY WILL CONTINUE DOING IT
UNTIL THE VERY DAY THAT THEY DIE!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT THOSE WHO CHEAT
WHAT COMES AROUND GOES AROUND
AND ONE DAY THEY TOO WILL GET BEAT!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT THOSE WHO KILL
WHEN THIS HAPPENS TO YOUR LOVED ONE'S
HOW WOULD YOU FEEL??

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT THOSE WHO HATE
SATAN USES SUCH FOOLS AS THIS
TO BUST WIDE OPEN HELL'S GATE!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT JEALOUSY
(53)
THIS GREENEYED MONSTER
I PRAY THAT I'LL NEVER BE.

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT A FOOL
DEFINITELY SOMEONE WHO NEEDS
TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL.

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT THOSE WHO STEAL
GET A FREAKING JOB, MAN
AND THAT'S KEEPING IT REAL !!!

WHAT COMES TO MY MIND
WHEN I THINK ABOUT A SINNER
WITHOUT JESUS CHRIST AS YOUR SAVIOR
YOU WILL NEVER BE A WINNER !!!

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"HEAR NO EVIL
SEE NO EVIL
SPEAK NO EVIL"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

HEAR NO EVIL
SEE NO EVIL
SPEAK NO EVIL

How exactly should this ideology apply?
Does it mean that a murderer should get away
when you SEE someone they kill die?
And one thing for sure I just don't understand
how we bless and SPEAK evil to our fellow man.
Or how about when we HEAR a little child curse
not caring is they'll grow up for the better
or for the worse!

To claim that YOU HEAR NO EVIL
Nor SEE NO EVIL,
To me this is a Blatant Lie—or you're blind
to find a man or woman who SPEAKS NO EVIL.
Now that'll be one heck of a Disciplined Mind!

HEAR NO EVIL
SEE NO EVIL
SPEAK NO EVIL

All human beings eventually will one day succumb
the only one's that are exempt from this are
the deaf—the blind—and the dumb.
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"THE WARRIOR’S CREED"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Christian Warrior's worldwide have all Agreed
In life's battles we'll get wounded & Bleed
For living and proclaiming The Holy Bible's Creed
Calling them to producing
Honest and truthful lives——and godly Deeds
And DAILY upon God's Holy Word they will Feed
DENYING THEMSELVES FROM ALL FORMS OF GREED
And OBEDIENCE TO GOD'S VOICE ONLY WILL THEY HEED
Because they know that IT IS BY GOD'S WORD ALONE
That they obtain TRUE VICTORY & PROSPERITY Indeed
For God will will use them as vessels to Lead
The oppressed whom God has heard their Plead
To nourish and strengthen the oppressed
And supply them with what they TRULY NEED.

SO, if "YOU" want to ascribe YOURSELF to
THE WARRIOR'S CREED
To begin Your "DISCIPLESHIP TRAINING"
OPEN YOUR HOLY BIBLE AND PRAYERFULLY READ——
And PLANT YOUR MIND & HEART ON IT'S FERTILE SOIL
ASKING GOD FOR UNDERSTANDING OF HIS HOLY SEED
That'll give You KNOWLEDGE & WISDOM
TO DISCERN BETWEEN that which is GOOD
And that which is A POISONOUS WEED ! ! !

THE FIRST SIGN OF A WARRIOR IS ONE WHO IS STILL
STANDING----WHEN EVERYONE ELSE HAS FALLEN DOWN
FROM THE PRESSURES, TEMPTATIONS, HOPELESSNESS
AND GUILT THROUGHTOUT THEIR LIVES.
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"W. A. R."
(WRESTLING AGAINST RIGHTEOUSNESS)
BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

THERE'S A WAR RAGING IN MY BRAIN
That gives Me peace as well as Pain.
My Brain is the Battlefield of this WAR
Where two entities dispute with their Voice
I can hear the directions of either one
Because God created Me with a CHOICE.
Whereby to whomever's SEED
I shall DECIDE upon to FEED
Will definitely produce a harvest
Of a Good or a Bad DEED.

THERE'S A WAR RAGING IN MY BRAIN
And "Between The Two" → I MUST CHOOSE
Yet, if I choose NOT to follow THE RIGHT VOICE
Even My very soul I could possibly LOSE!

SO here and now I must Contemplate
For I have now been given a CHOICE
And I must render a decision soon
But I can choose to
OBEY ONLY ONE VOICE.
SO — it is between the two voices
That I must DISCERN and to Try
Which Voice is Telling The TRUTH
And which Voice is Telling The LIE ???

THERE'S A WAR RAGING IN MY BRAIN
An ALL-OUT BATTLE has been waged
For the COMPLETE DOMINANCE OF MY MIND
And for the OWNERSHIP OF MY VERY SOUL
I need DISCERNMENT to CHOOSE the RIGHT VOICE
For My very life will be
IN THE VICTOR'S CONTROL.
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THERE'S A WAR RAGING IN MY BRAIN
   A Raging Battle for My VICTORY or My Defeat
   For The Voice That I decide To Obey
   Will dictate the destiny that I must one day Meet.

KARL M. FENNER
"THE MAN BEHIND THE MASK"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

I have no other resort but to make this Appeal
By penning these feelings of sadness & disappointment
About someone whom I once befriended, mentored,
Broke bread with—and we'd often would just Chill:
When I was this student's Holy Bible Teacher
God's Holy Words into his mind I'd daily Drill
Because when we first met he showed Me great Zeal
By his daily being all up in My Grill.

It wasn't much longer into our sessions
The mentorship as well as our friendship
Began to descend down a dangerous Hill
Because HE HAD CHOSEN TO CONTINUALLY LIE TO ME
Vexing My spirit—making Me chronically Ill.

I gave him MULTIPLE loving & stern warnings
If he'd continue in lying, My mentoring & friendship
HIS LYING DECEPTIVE TONGUE WAS DESTINED TO KILL
I also stipulated, "I won’t ever be able to trust You
Do you want to have to swallow this Pill?"

Yet—as time continued to progress on
There was "HABITUAL LYING" from him STILL—
Whereby I was forced to face the fact that
All My caring & investing God’s truth into him
Became NO LONGER FOR ME A JOY and a Thrill.
It had gotten so bad—HE EVEN BEGAN TO "STEAL!"

So I concluded after MUCH thinking and PRAYER
To NO LONGER EXTEND MY HAND TO MENTORSHIP,
FELLOWSHIP, and sad to say, MY FRIENDSHIP
To one who was CONTINUOUSLY HELL BENT on LYING
STEALING, and NEVER ONCE TO REPENT:

UNTIL

He showed Me some godly REMORSE
Changing his Sinful COURSE
And producing godly fruits with Zeal.
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It always grieved me daily very deeply
So one day I asked Will——-'WHY'?
What possible reason or what reward
Could you possibly receive when YOU
"WILL—FULLY" CHOOSE to me to LIE?
For in my heart and within my spirit
I CANNOT FELLOWSHIP WITH——NOR BEFRIEND
ANYONE WHO CHOOSES TO BE A
HABITUAL LIAR ! ! ! "

And as I was walking away from Will
I had one more thing to say to him: Still——-
I gave him God's Warning——with a heartfelt Desire
Saying:

"...All Liars shall have their part
in the Lake which burneth with Fire!"

THERE WAS A LESSON IN THIS I cannot hide
I believe that in me there was a sense of pride.
A sense that because of God's gift of discernment in me
I thought that I was all so wise
Which blinded me that I couldn't plainly see
THE MASK BEHIND WILL'S LIES!
So I from this point on will FOCUS ON HUMILITY
So that in the future I'll be able to see——
And BY THE GRACE OF GOD I'LL BE ABLE TO KNOW
If the next person is truly a friend
Or in all actuality A FOE!!!

PROVERBS 27: 6
Everyone says as you will hear from their Voice
To DISCERN and DEFINE TRUTH is everyone's Choice.
Trying to help someone to grasp hold of IT
Whose hearts and minds refuse to accept IT
Even though their eyes may behold IT
Bewilders Me as to WHY they don't get IT !

When is the TRUTH—a MYSTERY ?
Is IT when someone's eyes cannot See ?
Is IT deeper than the deepest Sea ?
Does IT have a Fee ?
Or is IT Free ?
To access IT does one need a Key ?

I pray that EVERYONE will have an Epiphany
That way it won't be so mind-boggling to Me
Why people that have two eyes just CANNOT See
So ifYOU don't know just what the TRUTH may Be
THE HOLY WORD OF GOD SAYS :
" You shall know the TRUTH and the
TRUTH shall set You Free . "
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TRUTH is a conformity to FACTS and Actuality NEVER esoteric pseudo—but ACTUAL REALITY To be disproven is an Incapability IT'S EVIDENCES SHOW IT'S Irrefutability IT opens the mind so that it may See ALL may have FAITH in IT'S Validity And ASSURANCE to IT'S INTEGRITY.

WITH THE FOOL For TRUTH HE SHOWS DEFIANCE
WITH THE WISE For TRUTH HE SHOWS RELIANCE
To the conformity of what's "PROVEN" TRUTH TRUTH'S Revelations are NOT just for the Elders TRUTH is Accessible even to our YOUTH.

When TRUTH is POSSESSED BY YOU YOU WILL SEE IT will TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE And also Your Destiny.

SO GET THE TRUTH ANYWAY THAT YOU CAN LIVE BY TRUTH'S GUIDANCE And Be A Better Man And THAT'S THE TRUTH DO YOU UNDERSTAND ???
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"I STUMBLE AND I FALL"
(But That Ain't All)

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

I'm a graduate from the University of Hard knocks Where I've accumulated all 4 of it's Degrees Associates, Bachelors, Masters, and Doctorates With My Doctorate in the field of "PAIN-OLGY." I tell you the TRUTH, I AM NOT SOME FRAUD I even graduated SUMMA CUM LAUDE.

Even though I see Myself as a Renaissance Man I've come to realize things don't always go as you Plan. 4 in My 5 1/2 decades of living this here Life I've experience QUITE A BIT of sufferings & Strife. I've had Successes both Large and some Small I've also experienced ALL SO MANY TIMES when-------- I STUMBLE AND I FALL (But That Ain't All).

I've experienced life can sometimes THROW YOU A CURVE I've experienced some of them you can DODGE AND SWERVE. Some have described life as simply as A HIT OR MISS That can often throw at us some BIZARRE TWIST. As 4 Me when I thought I was on top of it All I STUMBLE AND I FALL (But That Ain't All).

SOME PEOPLE CALL WHEN THEY FALL——>Errors SOME PEOPLE CALL WHEN THEY FALL——>Mistakes SOME PEOPLE CALL WHEN THEY FALL——>SINS SOME PEOPLE SUFFER FROM THE SAME ONE'S OVER AND OVER AGAIN!!!

I STUMBLE AND I FALL (But That Ain't All).

I've gotten quite accustomed to the FACT that I STUMBLE AND I FALL (But That Ain't All):
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I've even come to know it as a Friend——
Because it ceased being My enemy when I realized
It will remain in My life
By My side
Till My life's END : 
Oh Yes, I've made errors, mistakes, and SINS
Some REALLY BAD——and some over & over Again .
But as I said earlier, I HAVE A DOCTORATES DEGREE
Which gave Me the KNOWLEDGEand EXPERIENCE to See
As long as I live there will be times when——

I STUMBLE AND I FALL
(But That Ain't All ).
Because I HAVE LEARNED
And have come to ACKNOWLEDGE
A WHOLE NEW FRIEND
WHO GOES BY THE UNFORGETTABLE NAME OF
JESUS CHRIST——who says to Me :
GET UP——AND TRY AGAIN .

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"THE WALK OF SHAME"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

WAKE UP FROM YOUR SLUMBER
The sound goes out of the WARNING Bell
It originates and echols from a Prison Cell
The place to which THE UNDISCIPLINED has to Dwell
Because he LISTENED NOT to the WARNING sound
Whereupon his place of honor he Fell !
Forced to a domicile TORTURING HIS SOUL LIKE HELL
Separated from Family, Daughter, and Lover, in Jail
Where he DAILY HOPES to get some words of love in the Mail.
Enclosed inside a gloomy 9x5 CELL
Deprived of much daylight, his complexion turns Pale
All because of HIS UNDISCIPLINED MIND
MAKING POOR CHOICES he began to set Sail
Journeying the trek of SELF-DESTRUCTIVE Trail
Later on——TAKING HOLD OF THE REMORSEFUL RAIL.

It would be WISE and PROFITABLE
For you to LISTEN and TAKE HEED
To these words that I have to Tell
Because YOU TOO just may be unaware
Of what's BEHIND THE TEMPTER'S VEIL———
Whos CONSEQUENCES GUARANTEE You Will Wait ! ! !

This is NOT a WARNING for just a Few
But a message and a WARNING for one and ALL
I STRONGLY ADVISE YOU PAY VERY CLOSE ATTENTION
To the words of this WATCHMAN'S CALL———
Unless——-You are willing to pay the consequences
Ending up where the "HARD-HEADED" Fall ! ! !

When we give in to Satan's temptations
And start playing with THE SINNER'S GAME
Sooner or later THE DEBT MUST BE PAID
And You'll have NOONE BUT YOURSELF TO BLAME———
YOU IGNORED THE WARNINGS; TO
TURN FROM SIN—
NOW You are FORCED TO TAKE
THE WALK OF SHAME ! ! !

KARL MICHAEL FENNER

LIVING WITH THE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR CHOICES IS
AND SHOULD BECOME ONE OF THE BEST WAYS FOR US
TO BECOMING TRANSFORMED INTO A MORE RESPONSIBLE
AND CRITICAL THINKING INDIVIDUAL .
I know that you've properly heard this time & time again
But hearing it just one more time just may
Keep you out of THE DEVIL'S DEN—
THINK TWICE BEFORE YOU ACT.

To tell you my story I'll start where it did begin
And perhaps you will learn from my mistakes my friend
My downfall started with my first bottle of gin
Leading me into a violent lifestyle that put me
In the state pen.
Alcohol was a battle I fought but never could win
It's power possessed me and caused me to sin.
ALCOHOL DOESN'T DISCRIMINATE whether white or black
And WISDOM WILL ALWAYS DEMAND that you
THINK TWICE BEFORE YOU ACT—
Because once you've done wrong
There is no turning back—
And the CONSEQUENCES you'll have to deal with
No argument—It's an IRREFUTABLE FACT ! ! !

And a WORD TO THE WISE for the GAMBLER who loves to bet
Gambling is like a credit card that can put you in DEEP DEBT
And in my 5 decades I have NOT met
At least NOT yet—
Anyone who has NOT gotten caught up in
Some UNFORTUNATE NET—Of regret
All because THEY LACKED THE DISCIPLINE TO
THINK TWICE BEFORE YOU ACT .
"I THINK— THEREFORE I AM"

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

I subscribe TODAY to "THE THINKING MAN'S CREED". That says your THOUGHTS can turn into Deeds. Whether POSITIVE or NEGATIVE on which You Feed. From those of CONTENTMENT to those of Greed. Whichever thoughts that You "CHOOSE" to Heed. Will cause Your body into following it's Lead. Maybe to somewhere pleasant like that of Lake Mead. Or convince You into COVETING something You don't Need. Or on a grander scale Land You In Serious Trouble. Where crying for HELP will be Your daily Plead.

I hope and pray that from these words. That YOUR EYES have come across to Read. I have implanted in You "THE THINKING MAN'S SEED". That uses DISCIPLINE and DISCERNMENT. To SEPERATE THE GOOD THOUGHTS FROM THE WEEDS.
TODAY there's a well-established FACT
That we can NO LONGER Hide
KIDS KILLING KIDS
Has become an epidemic of "Mass Genocide"

COULD IT BE that these youth need guidance
With a "MENTOR" to whom they can look up to
And someone to whom they can Confide?
Who can REVEAL TO THEM how THEIR DARKENED HEARTS
Have been "DECEIVED"—and filled with FOOLISH PRIDE
Making them CARE LESS if THEY LIVE or if THEY DIED
Someone to REACH THEM "BEFORE" they commit SUICIDE!

These youths' minds are daily being PROGRAMMED and POISONED
With Drugs, Guns, and images of PROMISCUOUS & IMMORAL SEX
Truly, the choice of weapons of Man's Nemesis → SATAN
Who hungers for these youths and their souls to Vex ! ! !

WITH MINDS AND HEARTS HARDENED AND CORRUPTED
It seems as though these youths are getting a Big Thrill
When they PICK UP A GUN and find an unsuspecting victim to kill ! ! !
These guns are in the hands of "OUR" KIDS——
That seem to be "UNSCRUPULOUS" about any human Life
PROGRAMMED BY SOCIETY TO BE MERCILESS
And live a life of CHAOS, MAYHEM, and RELENTLESS STRIFE !

IF LAWMAKER'S commit NOT to the REGULATIONS
Of these Guns——
Then parenthood will NO LONGER be Fun
Cause the odds of youth reaching adulthood "TODAY"
Have gone from slim → PRACTICALLY NONE !
LAWMAKER'S also have PREVENTED THE GOSPEL.
And it's "LIFE-SAVING MESSAGE" from being Spread
Then CANNOT FIGURE OUT WHY——
These youths have become so "HEARTLESS"
And WHY so many are COMING UP DEAD ! ! !
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IF only THEY'D RECOGNIZE that
THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST
IS THE ONLY WAY TO REDEEM
THOSE LOST SOULS
Which "WE CAN CLEARLY SEE:
Are COMPLETELY OUT OF CONTROL!

"THE SOLUTION" to THIS EPIDEMIC IS AGAIN
THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST
And "HIS TRUTH'S" FROM "THE HOLY BIBLE" they have Hid
And in their doing so, WE'RE SEEING THE FRUITS
OF OUR NEGLIGENCE
By the PLETHORA OF THE EVIDENCES OF
KIDS KILLING KIDS ! ! !

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
In this NEW MILLENIUM we've become witnesses to a WHOLE NEW PHASE.
That gives full validation to the BIBLICAL FACT
We are truly living in THE LAST DAYS.
In this NEW MILLENIUM we are beholding
A BRAND NEW WORLDVIEW of Human Evolution
Where people's BELIEF'S are so full of Confusion
On AN EPIC SCALE of SELF-DECEPTION & DELUSION.

This NEW EVOLUTION has adorned a DECEPTIVE FACE
That's SPREADING WORLDWIDE like an EPIDEMIC
And contaminating the entire Human Race.
TODAY, people across are proclaiming a bold Declaration
How THEY CAN BECOME ANY SEX THEY SO CHOOSE

   ( THE NEW AGE EVOLUTION )

By means of a MEDICAL TRANSFORMATION.
They believe MODERN TECHNOLOGY ( PROVES ? ) MAN IS A GOD
And proves it by the ability to transform our Bod's.
THIS NEW DELUSION IS SO IMMORAL & UNCANNY
They are saying to our world→" As we are Transforming
Recognize our METAMORPHOSIS and call us a Tranny." 

Are people REALLY THAT DELUSIONAL or so angry at God
That they REALLY BELIEVE that THEY CAN DO AS THEY PLEASE
With their physical Bod's ?? ?? ??
And NOT HELD ACCOUNTABLE for the ( RIGHT ) maintenance
Of their Bod's→ TO GOD ?? ??

Those to whom are CONSIDERING a "MEDICAL TRANSFORMATION
Are the "RECIPIENTS OF SATAN'S DECEPTIONS"
And HIS ENTIRE GENDER FOR MANKIND is quite Shady

TRUTHFULLY SPEAKING,

   THE CUTTING OFF OF ONE'S PENIS
   DOES NOT MAKE NOR TRANSFORM
   ANY MAN INTO A LADY——

No More Than A Veterinarian taking a PIG
Implant SILICONE BREAST, and give IT a WIG !
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These people are INSISTING that EVERYONE MUST ACCEPT THEIR TRANSFORMATION for the maintenance of civil Peace And ANY AND ALL WHO DECIDE TO DISAGREE ALL SUCH THINKING MUST COME TO A CEASE. And world governments HAVE MADE A LEGAL DECREE IT CAN NOW BE DEEMED A HATE-CRIME IF ANYONE REFUSES TO PUBLICLY AGREE!

So if this is to be THE NEW AGE WORLD VIEW That DICTATES I MUST COMPROMISE MY OWN BELIEFS And accept it Too——

Well—THIS IS MY DECLARATION TO YOU : " I beseech you therefore, brothren, by the mercies of God, that YOU PRESENT YOUR BODIES A LIVING SACRIFICE, HOLY, ACCEPTABLE UNTO GOD, which is YOUR reasonable service.

And BE NOT CONFORMED TO THIS WORLD : but be YOU TRANSFORMED BY THE RENEWING OF YOUR MIND, that YOU may PROVE WHAT IS THAT GOOD, and ACCEPTABLE, and PERFECT WILL OF GOD."

ROMANS 12:1, 2

And truly I hope YOU'LL UNDERSTAND My Friend BEFORE YOUR LIFE has reached it's End KNOW FOR A FACT YOUR VERSION OF TRANSFORMATION That's CONTRADICTED BY YOUR TRUE CREATORS DECLARATION LEADS TO HIS WRATHFUL JUDGMENT And ETERNAL CONDEMNATION !!!
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THERE is a truth behind YOUR thinking
One that SATAN DOES NOT WANT YOU TO SEE
And that is you will either be transformed
Into a child of God—and in His love forever Be
Or CONTINUE LIVING THE DELUSIONAL LIES OF SATAN
And Burn In Hell For Eternity !!!
You've heard the Deceptive Lies of Satan
NOW BEHOLD GOD'S WORD WHICH IS TRUE
Read in the Book of Genesis what God says to YOU.
When God decided to create EVERY WOMAN AND MAN
Genesis Chapter 2:7-23 tells His CREATION PLAN.
From the earth's rich dirt God did Take
And from it's rich minerals a man He did Make
After creating man, GOD TOOK OF MAN’S CHROMOSOME
CREATING A WOMAN SO MAN WOULD NEVER BE ALONE—
A LIFELONG MATE to have as his very Own.

BOTH MAN & WOMAN
CREATED and LOVED BY GOD
NEITHER OF THEM CREATED WITH
ANY ERROR→100% Male & Female
NO COUNTERFEITS→NONE FAKE—
Because when GOD WHO IS THE MASTER DESIGNER
CREATED THE ENTIRE HUMAN RACE
WHEN GOD CREATED YOU MY FRIEND
I GUARANTEE YOU
HE MADE NO MISTAKE!!!

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
Swimming ( actually drowning ) in a tiny fishbowl
With hundreds and thousands crammed together
Like Sardines——
And to fantom having any privacy whatsoever
Is an illusion of mind—or best yet rarely seen.
With My Pen I'm voicing about the Prisoner's Life
The place of mental, physical, and spiritual Strife.
The place where practically everywhere you will Look
People's main focus is in some pornographic Book.
The place that is filled with all so much Confusion
Because people's minds are controlled by alcohol, drugs,
Greed, lust, and all kinds of sinful Delusions. !
The place where hundreds upon hundreds
And thousands upon thousands
Whom have made their home in the Penitentiary
Many of whom have committed heinous crimes
That their freedom in society will NEVER again Be.
Whether behind concrete walls and iron bars
To that of a steel door and a fenced Gate
Their undisciplined decisions revoked their freedom
And led them to an unsuspecting & unwanted Fate.

But then there are those like Me, declaring
" Even though I may be incarcerated Physically
I've decided to make better choices Mentally——
And to decide to ground Myself also Spiritually. "
The culture in and of prison life has forced Me to say
" Enough ! " and to draw a line in the Sand
Because PRISON LIFE IS NOT THE LIFE
NO, NOT FOR THIS MAN !

Recognizing the mental, I felt that there was also
A "spiritual" Need——
So it was to THE HOLY BIBLE to which My spirit
I decided to Feed—

Allowing God's Word's to be planted inside Me like Seeds.
I then confessed to God of My life
That was filled with all so much Sin
Whereupon HE FORGAVE ME and assured Me I was now His Friend
And said how He'd help Me to LIVING A NEW LIFE
So I wouldn't wind up A SLAVE TO SIN

IN BONDAGE AGAIN——

That can lead to death or back in the State Pen.

The more I gave Myself to READING GOD'S HOLY WORD
The more I began to Know
It also takes APPLYING IT'S TEACHINGS TO MY LIFE
If I was to truly spiritually Grow.
So as I Daily Seperated Myself From The World
Studying God's Word Daily for at least one full Hour
And as I began ADDING FAITH TO MY READINGS
I began feeling THE ANNOINTING OF GOD'S HOLY POWER!
And with that KNOWLEDGE and POWER
Also came with it a Responsibility
To tell the world and to SHOW THE WORLD
THE TRANSFORMATION POWER OF THE HOLY GHOST
Who has NOW TAKEN UP RESIDENCE INSIDE OF ME:
How that transformation has OPENED MY EYES TO SEE
That the sinful as well as the criminal life for Me
Will NEVER AGAIN BE
And although My physical body is still not Free
I LOOK AHEAD TO A GREATER FREEDOM THAT AWAITS ME
And that is of THE FREEDOM OF HEAVEN WITH JESUS
Where I'll spend My time there

For all of Eternity.
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SO with this pen I conclude My Conversation
Telling YOU about the CHOICES that led to
My INCARCERATION
And also about how JESUS WILL SOON SET ME FREE
When He shouts from heaven My day for EMANCIPATION.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER
"DEEP FREEZE" The Year 2026
(WALKING THAT OFTEN PRECARIOUS LINE)
(FROM CRIME TO FREEDOM)

BY: KARL MICHAEL FENNER

Being stagnated in the Penal System
For well over 35 Years and then
"THAWED OUT" to face a world
To which I no longer Understood
WITHOUT GIVING ME A CLUE as to
"HOW AM I TO START OVER AGAIN?"

Right now, This Doesn't Look Too Good.
The world has so-o-oo dramatically changed
Are the words that I daily Hear
And the thoughts of how I would cope
Was My number one Fear
Hell I no longer even remembered
Any of My old Peers.

"THAWED OUT" to facing a world
That I NO LONGER Understood
The "UNKNOWN" makes My day of
Emancipation

NOT sound all so Good
As I thought it Should...

Where will I go to live?
Surely NOT back to My old Hood.

A brave "NEW WORLD" awaits My Arrival
Of which I truly haven't a single Clue...
I just may have to depend on My instincts
To preserve My Survival
Because of the "FORMER THINGS" that I once Knew
Are days gone by—NO LONGER IN VIEW.

It'll truly be challenging for Me mentally
Of keeping SEPERATE the Two
The "OLD WORLD" which I once lived & loved
And the ever-evolving changes of "THE NEW"
Yet I rest in the assurance that
WITH GOD'S GUIDANCE
I KNOW EXACTLY WHAT I AM TO DO.

KARL MICHAEL FENNER

IF YOU LOCK SOMEONE UP IN A CAGE FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME
YOU CAN BE SURE THAT PERSON WILL HAVE A LOT TO SAY
WHENEVER YOU LET THEM OUT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDEEMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOULS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIBLICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEFORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE WHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECEIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTAINING TO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAVENS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERNAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOSPEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPPRESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIFE

LIVING IN A FALLEN ENVIRONMENT